Expressing Christ In the World By Developing Talents
Question: How does my piano playing fit with my purpose in this incarnation?
Answer: Rather fits in with that which has been the attitude, for that which comes as
ability here to play at present comes only from the past or from those remembrances of
past incarnations when there was the great talent. There has been little application or
ability in this lifetime that has been developed.
But as you would seek to do so, as you would see self successful, or applying those
natural talents for the purpose of being of service in this world, for the purpose of
expressing self, there could be no greater gift. Then begin to use this in such a manner.
Develop the ability. That which has come of recent, that has begun to come into the life
now, is very encouraging in the personality, in the attitude in the thoughts.
Then see that there is the ability to produce pleasure for others, and as the confidence
is built, and as you would see the bringing of music on this plane as the expression of
God, and do it for such purpose, and see as responsibility the development of the
greater abilities to play, to bring music, to express God on this plane, see this as the
ministry.
Then use these talents; develop them; increase them. There is much that can be done
in this field. Then self would not need to be applied, sentimentally as it were, in those
fields of service that would be related to the church or to spiritual or religious activities.
But even in the playing of music for the changing of moods in those who would come,
so shall you be of service.
But it is that in the heart, in the vibration, in the atmosphere, in the attitude within self
that will be a blessing to others and will express the Christ Force in this world.
Now see then that it is not only those who work in the spiritual fields or those fields
related to religion that are the blessing or that bring the Christ Force. But those who
develop the talents and properly apply them in this lifetime, these are those who
express the Christ force in this world. Then be of service in these ways. Develop the self
and so raise the vibrations even of this entire planet a little closer to God Force.
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